Due to significant U.S. military cutbacks, U.S. military snipers and designated marksmen are often forced to spend thousands of dollars of their own money for the proper gear needed to perform their jobs. AmericanSnipers.org was formed 11 years ago to provide the needed gear, free of charge, shipped directly to the sniper or his unit, from a grateful nation.

Please support our 501c3 non-profit .org with your tax deductible donation. NO PERSON DRAWS A SALARY and ALL PROCEEDS fund items for profit, gear or shipping charges. The snipers are our countrymen and it is our single minded goal to HELP THEM; however we can, for as long as we can, free of charge, so help us God ~ AmericanSnipers.org.

QUESTIONS?
Brian K. Sain
brianksain@yahoo.com
Doug Bourdo
mildot154@sbcglobal.net

Financial Questions / Monetary or Gear Donations
Dave Jossart
AmericanSnipers / Snipersonline
101 S. Military Ave.
Suite P211
Green Bay, WI 54303-2409
joss@hughes.net 1-920-639-6999

MAIL GEAR AND ITEMS TO:
Mark Ratzlaff
2811 Milton Avenue
PMB #195
Janesville, WI 53545
mratz@charter.net

Ron Sasaki
15506 188th St. East
Orting, WA 98360
ronsasaki@comcast.net

Stephen Maynard
675 N-Deis Drive
Box 197
Fairfield, OH 45014
smaynard92@rocketmail.com
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HOG Saddle Tripod Kits

Kit H-10: Manfrotto Precision Aluminum Tripod ............................................ $521.54
Kit H-09: Manfrotto Precision Aluminum Tripod & Grip Head ...................... $692.53
Kit H-08: Manfrotto Precision Aluminum Tripod & Ball Head ...................... $664.03
Kit H-06: Manfrotto Precision Carbon Fiber Tripod ..................................... $749.54
Kit H-04: Manfrotto Precision Carbon Fiber Tripod & Grip Head ................. $920.53
Kit H-02: Manfrotto Precision Carbon Fiber Tripod & Ball Head ................. $892.03

PIG Saddle Tripod Kits

Kit P-10: Manfrotto Precision Aluminum Tripod ............................................ $356.24
Kit P-09: Manfrotto Precision Aluminum Tripod & Grip Head ...................... $527.23
Kit P-08: Manfrotto Precision Aluminum Tripod & Ball Head ...................... $498.73
Kit P-06: Manfrotto Precision Carbon Fiber Tripod ..................................... $584.24
Kit P-04: Manfrotto Precision Carbon Fiber Tripod & Grip Head ................. $755.23
Kit P-02: Manfrotto Precision Carbon Fiber Tripod & Ball Head ................. $726.73

Tripod Kit Scabbards

Scabbard for the HOG or PIG Tripod Kit. Will hold tripod with Saddle directly attached, or Tripod, Head and HOG Saddle. Features a self-mounting strap and hook system which allows it to be attached to most MOLLE / PALS Panels & Backpacks.

USTS HSS MC (Coyote Brown) .................. $62.95
USTS HSS ME (Dry Earth) ....................... $62.95
USTS HSS MJ (Military Green) ................. $62.95

Tripod Kit Scabbard Covers

Adds additional coverage to cover the top of the Tripod Kit Scabbard. Provides full coverage for tripod with head and Saddle attached.

USTS HSSC MC (Coyote Brown) .............. $16.99
USTS HSSC ME (Dry Earth) .................... $16.99
USTS HSSC MJ (Military Green) .............. $16.99
HOG Saddle
NSN 1005-01-616-2719
Designed by a Marine Scout Sniper and OIF Veteran, a rifle rest tailored to the special operations and law enforcement community. The Patented HOG Saddle is a rugged, lightweight, mobile shooting platform that has been designed from the ground up to universally attach to tripod-based modular equipment, providing the operator with a stable shooting position adaptable to the diverse environments abroad.
SHS MOD7-SGOD MS (OD w/ Brown Pads) ............ $309.00
SHS MOD7-SGT MS (Gray w/ Brown Pads) ............ $309.00

PIG Saddle
Maximize your ability to make an accurate shot for a responsible one-shot kill. The PIG Saddle is a rigid, steady support with unequalled versatility and portability. A rock solid platform that is flexible enough to attain those tough shots at a moment’s notice.
SHS PIG01-OD (OD w/ Brown Pads) ...................... $135.00

SIDE BY SIDE COMPARISON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HOG Saddle</th>
<th>PIG Saddle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight: 15.8 oz.</td>
<td>Weight: 1.4 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Open: 2-5/8”</td>
<td>Max Open: 3-1/8”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min Open: 1-1/2”</td>
<td>Min Open: 1-3/8”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SS Loophole Sling
A two-point rifle sling designed for unconventional firing positions to maximize shooter stability. Specifically tailored for individuals who shoot off of tripods and barricades. Features sewn in loophole at rear of sling, one-handed adjustable sling length, Duraflex QD buckle allows shooter to quickly detach themselves from the sling/rifle in an emergency, 1.25” webbing.
SHS SSLS-01 (No swivel) ................................................ $39.99
SHS SSLS-01-AI (AI Hook swivel) .......................... $54.99
SHS SSLS-01-HD (Heavy Duty swivel) ...................... $49.99
SHS SSLS-01-QD (Quick Detach swivel) .................. $54.99
SHS SSLS-01-STD (Standard swivel) ....................... $44.99

PIG Skins Barricade Pad
A rifle skid pad designed to reduce the effects of recoil while firing from hard surfaces. Keeps your scope on target for verification of bullet placement and for rapid follow-up shots. Allows a shooter to load into their rifle, due to the added grip surface of the barricade pad.
SHS SKINS-01-4.5 ....................................................... $14.99
SHS SKINS-01-6 ....................................................... $14.99
**Manfrotto MT055 Aluminum 3-Section Tripod**
The 055 redefines the 3-section aluminium tripod. Thanks to its size and shape, and to the materials used, the new 055 delivers an unprecedented level of stiffness.

BMF MT055XPRO3 $239.99

**Manfrotto 190 Aluminum 3-Section Tripod**
A compact 3-section aluminium tripod with advanced features and excellent build quality. The key feature of the 190XPRO3 is its 90° centre column mechanism, which allows the column to be extended vertically as normal, or horizontally to open up a wide range of framing and shooting possibilities. The horizontal column mechanism is housed within the tripod’s top casting for compactness, but it is easily and quickly extended whenever you need it.

BMF MT190XPRO3 $219.99

**Manfrotto MT055 Carbon Fiber 3-Section Tripod**
The 055 carbon fibre 3-section tripod delivers maximum rigidity from the lightest components. The 100% carbon fibre tubes and QPL leg locking system increase the tripod’s rigidity and absorb vibrations, stabilizing equipment under any conditions. Carbon fibre tubing and magnesium castings also reduce the weight of this tripod compared to the equivalent aluminium version.

BMF MT055CXPRO3 $479.99

**Manfrotto Magnesium Ball Head**
An extremely precise ball head, providing extra smooth movements thanks to state of the art materials and technology.

Innovative and unique features like the unique 90°-105° portrait angle selector allow better control for advanced precise settings. Innovative, compact, ergonomic, powerful and made of lightweight magnesium, it is the ideal tool for durability, high performance and accuracy. The new magnesium Q2 quick release system is compatible with RC2 standard plates and offers increased ergonomics, speed and reduced weight.

BMF MHXPRO-BHQ2 $149.99

**Manfrotto Horizontal Grip Action Ball Head with RC2 Rapid Connect**
Take the versatility of a ball head, add true ergonomic control and you get the 322RC2: a head that allows you to unblock, move, position and lock with one hand in one position thanks to the revolutionary design of its grip handle, which incorporates the ball lock lever. A friction control wheel lets you regulate the power of the blocking mechanism to match the weight of your equipment. The 322RC2 is made from magnesium for lightweight performance, and is designed to keep the weight of your kit as close as possible to the tripod’s center of gravity by way of its reduced height.

BMF 322RC2 $179.99

**Recommended Tripod Systems for the HOG Saddle!**
**SNIPER DATA BOOKS**

**Modular Sniper Data System**

**NSN 1220-01-547-1801**

5.56, 7.62, 300WM, 338LM & Barrett M107® .50 Cal Information: Ballistic Tables, Range Come Ups, Wind Tables, Mildot Hold Off’s with 200m & 500m Zero’s

Compact field proven Six Ring Cover design, with tabs for instant access to selected information. Data is easily changed by operator in format or size to meet mission specific requirements. Also includes: Conversion Tables, Formulas, Rules, Guidelines, Angle Fire, Wind, Range Estimation, Target Dimensions, Zero Summary, UKD, Cold Bore & Barrel Log. Example Sheets are provided for Range Cards, Overhead, Panoramic & Target Sketches. Data is printed on 20lb bond tactical green “Rite in the Rain” paper. Data Book was designed in Conjunction with Michael Haugen, CW3(R) US Army Special Forces.

**USTS DG MDB .......................................................... $39.95**

**Modular Sniper Data System Refill Pages**

Printed on Rite in the Rain Paper. 25 sheets/pkg.

- DG MS ADS Alpha Data Sheets ....................... $6.00
- DG MS STD Stationary Target ......................... $6.00
- DG MS MTLS Moving Target ............................ $6.00
- DG MS UKD Unknown Distance ....................... $6.00
- DG MS Ballisticard System ............................. $6.00
- DG MS USTS Sketch Sheets ............................. $6.00
- DG MS USTS Notes ........................................ $6.00
- DG MS BLR Barrel Log Sheets ......................... $10.00
- DG MS CBDR Cold Bore Data ......................... $10.00
- DG MS MTD Moving Target Data ...................... $10.00
- DG MS RC Range Card ................................... $10.00
- DG MS TD Target Dimension ......................... $10.00
- DG MS ZERO DATA Zero Data Sheet .............. $10.00
- DG MS ZERO SUM Zero Summary .................. $10.00

**Spiral Sniper Data Book**


For 7.62 mm NATO/.308 and .300 Win. rifles.

**DB Spiral Version ............................................. $42.00**

**Modular One-Shot Packages**

Includes Data Book, Data Book cover, Mildot Master, Slope Doper, one set of Ballisticards, tactical all-weather pen. and custom USTS Sniper Template. Example Sheets are provided for Range Cards, Overhead, Panoramic & Target Sketches. Printed on 20lb bond tactical green “Rite in the Rain” paper. Comes with your choice of Data Book Cover: OD, Black, Coyote or Multicam.

**USTS SHOT-MOD 7.62 .308 175gr. M118LR meters, 2650fps ...........$150.00**

**USTS SHOT-MOD 7.62 LE Format .308 168gr 24” .................... $149.00**

**USTS SHOT-MOD .300 .300 Win. Mag. Federal 190grgr. Sierra BTHP Match, 26” barrel ........................................... $149.00**

**USTS SHOT-MOD .338 Black Hills 338 Lapua 250 Gr. ........................................... $154.00**

**USTS SHOT-MOD .50 .50 Cal Barrett M107 M33/A605 & MK 211 661 grain Nammo Multipurpose .............. $176.00**

**USTS SHOT-MOD MIL MC NSN 7610-01-599-2528 Includes Whiz Wheel Kit 1 ........................................... $204.00**

**Spiral One-Shot Package**

SHOT-1 SPIRAL ....................................................... $151.00

**One-Shot Package FDAC**

USTS SHOT-MOD FDAC7.62MTRSMC ............. $170.00
Ballisticards®
The revolutionary Ballisticard® Systems will tell you where to hold, under any conditions, to help you make your first shot count! Satisfaction is guaranteed.

$17.95 - $22.95 ea.

All calibers and weights available on our website!

Slope Doper
Your target moves within sight and you dope the range at just over 650 yards.
An easy shot on a flat range but the target lies downhill at a slope of over 30 degrees. When every second counts, you can’t afford to make a mistake. A handy tool that will allow you to optically determine the slope, and read off the conversion factor.

Slope Doper.......................... $24.95

Scope Dope Kit
A quick reference ballistic data disc designed to fit inside the cover of a “flip-open” rifle scope cap. Made from heavy die cut vinyl combined with an ultra durable UV cured printing for unsurpassed durability.

Standard (Range 100-1000 increments of 100)
SD 27022 .................................. $14.99
Long Range (No Pre-Printed Ranges on Card)
SD 27024 .................................. $14.99

Mildot Master
The Mildot Master is an analog calculator designed along the principle of a slide rule, utilizing logarithmic and inverse logarithmic scales developed specifically for performing rapid and simple calculation of range to target, amount of sight correction necessary to compensate for bullet drop and wind drift, compensation for uphill/downhill slope.

MILDOT MASTER .......................... $29.95

Metric Slide
Insert to fully convert Mildot Master to Meters.

MILDOT METRIC .......................... $8.00

USTS Sniper Template
Custom designed to fit in our standard Data Book Cover. It will also fit in the New Modular Sniper Data Book and JL Darling 9200 Six Ring Field Binder Pocket. Designed to be used by anyone who records their target shooting sessions.

USTS BA7316 .......................... $12.25

Scope Dope Kit
A quick reference ballistic data disc designed to fit inside the cover of a “flip-open” rifle scope cap. Made from heavy die cut vinyl combined with an ultra durable UV cured printing for unsurpassed durability.

Standard (Range 100-1000 increments of 100)
SD 27022 .................................. $14.99
Long Range (No Pre-Printed Ranges on Card)
SD 27024 .................................. $14.99

USTS Sniper Template
Custom designed to fit in our standard Data Book Cover. It will also fit in the New Modular Sniper Data Book and JL Darling 9200 Six Ring Field Binder Pocket. Designed to be used by anyone who records their target shooting sessions.

USTS BA7316 .......................... $12.25

USTS DC .......................... $20.00

Field Density Altitude Compensator (F DAC)
Compute a firing solution and hit your target in a fraction of the time needed to operate any ballistic computer in a field environment! Features: Trajectory and windage solutions equal to modern ballistic computers; Non-tech! No batteries, extremely durable, incredibly small and lightweight; Firing solutions for a wide range of density attitude (-3,000’ to +10,000’); Extremely accurate density altitude calculation table; All firing solutions are based on the modern G7 drag model; User adjustable muzzle velocity; Marked sound barrier crossing for extreme range targets; Designed for use with all MOA and MRAD adjusting optics.

ACTS MFOS-175 MIL (308 175gr meters) .......................................................... $39.95
ACTS MFOS-190-220-250-300 (300WM 190 220/338LM 250 300 XR) .................... $64.95
Scout Sniper Periscope Kit
Kit comes with: Anodized aluminum tripod mount handle with 1/4 20 threads; Desert camo SwatScope 3M Camoclad Wrap Kit; Aluminum hard case; Belt hook; PVS-14 Adapter (SSVZ-S Kit); Flashlight attachment; Soft sling case.

MICRT SSVZ-S NSN 1240-01-571-5004 w/ PVS-14 Adapter......$599.00
MICRT SSVZ-X ............................................................$314.00
SNIPER TOOLS DESIGN

Angle Cosine Indicator Kits

Designed to increase lethality and accuracy for shooters in mountainous terrain or MOUT / urban environments, the ACI Kit works on any shoulder-mounted weapon system. The ACI quickly and accurately measures the angle cosine to determine proper bullet drop for accurate and critical firing solutions. The ACI is compatible with the Mildot Master, the Advanced Ballistic Calculator and F.D.A.C.’s!

The ACI Kit is compatible with the M107 .50 Caliber Long Range Sniper Rifle (LRSR), M110 7.62 mm Semi-Automatic Sniper System (SASS), and the M24 7.62mm/300WM Sniper Weapon System (SWS) and most shoulder-mounted weapon systems, M14’s etc.

USTS ACI KIT (30mm) – NSN 1005-01-560-0130 ............................................................... $226.27
USTS ACI KIT 34 SB USMC SSDS 7.62 (34mm 7.62) – NSN 1005-01-584-5395 ................. $209.95
USTS ACI KIT 34 SB USMC SSDS .50 (34mm .50 Cal) – NSN 1005-01-584-5402 ............. $209.95

Angle Cosine Level

The “Angle Cosine Level,” (ACL) has an “Anti-Cant” device incorporated into it. Opened with a flip of your thumb the all mechanical anti-cant device is displayed in full view and also rotates so that it remains vertical on the Z axis. This device is not a spirit bubble level. There is no glass vial to break and no liquid to leak out or freeze from cold weather temperatures. The ACL is impervious to the elements, completely mechanical, rugged and accurate!

ST ACL-A1 .................................................................$269.00

ACI

The Angle Cosine Indicator is a simple tool for shooters in mountainous terrain or MOUT conditions where the operator can be faced with targets at high or low angles. Completely compatible with the Mildot Master and ballistic software, as the cosine numbers are laser engraved onto the body in five-degree increments. Works on any shoulder-mounted weapon system and with just about any optics.

ACI ................................................................. $114.95
ST ACIMIL-A2 (Military) .. $149.95

Center Mounted Weapon Harness

The Center Mounted Weapons Harness (CMWH) is in response to United States Army Special Operations Command (USASCO) need for a weapons harness that allows the parachutist ease of donning and doffing during MFF operations.

2/75 BB CMWH
2/75 BB CMWH-CAT B

CONTACT US FOR A QUOTE ON THE CENTER MOUNTED WEAPON HARNESS!
NSN: 1005-01-567-4936 – Quick Cuff Sniper Sling

Quick Cuff Sniper Sling
Model One slings come with quick detachable swivels. Model Two slings do not include swivels. Black, OD or Tan.

NSN: 1005-01-567-4936 – Tan Model 2 QC Sling
TIS QCM2 .................................................. $65.00

M24 Quick Cuff Sling
TIS M24QC Black, OD or Tan ............................ $75.00

M24 Sling for Accuracy International Rifle
TIS M24AI Black, OD or Tan ............................. $75.00

M24 QUICK CUFF SLING SYSTEM
Currently in use with the U.S. Army, Special Forces, Rangers, Navy, Marine, Federal & State Snipers, the M24 Quick Cuff Precision Rifle Sling is one of the most rugged, versatile and innovative rifle slings ever developed. Use this sling as you would a normal carry sling until you get into your shooting position, then buckle it into the Quick Cuff Armband and you have a precision/sniper rifle sling configuration. Uses Made in USA Heavy Duty Swivels; meets both tactical and precision sport shooter’s needs.

REMINGTON ACCESSORY CHASSIS SYSTEMS (RACS)
- U.S. Army Sniper Rifle M2010 Chassis System
- USSOCOM Precision Sniper Rifle Mk 21 Chassis System
- USMC Sniper Rifle M40A6 Chassis System

Patent-pending Remington® Accessory Chassis System (RACS) incorporates state of the art operator defined attributes – Octagonal free float tubular front handguard – Operator selectable rail sections for attaching clip-on night vision systems, lasers, bipods & other accessories. Fully Adjustable Folding butt stock to meet operator and mission requirements.

RACS-LW BUTTSTOCK
All of the RACS adaptability in an ultra-lightweight package.
Features include: Fully adjustable for LOP, shoulder, comb height and cast. Quick, silent adjustments & Tool-free adjustment locking levers. Multiple flush-cup sling swivel Att. Removable accessory rails to accept additional sling points or monopod.

Contact us for a Quote!
Suppressor Cover

The “SUPCOV” protects you, the suppressor, and your equipment. It is also designed to help prevent mirage from obscuring your site picture after multiple shots.

Unlike expensive conventional “velcro and cordura wrap” or “lace on” covers that come loose, get shot off or even worse possibly burn with multiple shot strings and magazine changes. SUPCOV’s are custom extruded from high-temperature silicone that securely attaches directly around the can. The design features internal and external ribs which encourage cooling through convection by allowing airflow under the cover. Designed to fit Most 1.5” 5.56 & 7.62 Suppressors .22LR through .50 Caliber sizes also available – check our website!

5.56 / 7.62 Suppressor Cover 1.5” x 9.5” (Black or Coyote Brown)
BWR 9.5.............................................................. $35.00

M110 SASS Suppressor Cover 1.375” x 14.5” (Coyote Brown)
BWR 14.5CB ........................................................ $45.00

US Army 2010 Sniper Rifle / AAC Titan Suppressor Cover 1.75” x 9.25” (Black or Coyote Brown)
BWR BWR 1.75L ....................................................... $45.00

Atlas Bipod

The Atlas bipod features legs that move independently and can be deployed in a 45 degree position either forwards or backwards, in the traditional 90 degree position, and facing directly to the front or back, locking securely into 5 positions through a 180 degree arc. It provides the shooter with 30 total degrees left to right Pan as well as 30 total degrees of Cant; making it easy to align your cross hairs on the target regardless of the terrain. Offering the strength and stability that shooters demand, the Atlas provides rock solid support while weighing less than 11 ounces. The Patented Atlas is constructed of the finest materials and built to the highest standards right here in the USA.

AC BT10 Clamp on Mount...............$219.95
AC BT10-NC No Clamp..............$219.95
AC BT10-LW17 Throw Lever Mount.......$279.95

PMRI Picatinny Rail

Picatinny Rail for PRS2 butt stock-only, for mounting a monopod.
SA PMRI-MR ...........$20.00

PSR Atlas Bipod

The PSR (Precision Sniper Rifle) Atlas Bipod came about as the Atlas was selected for the USSOCOM Sniper Rifle system. The PSR was in response to the testing feedback that we got from the Military. These changes include non-rotational legs, fore and aft pivot limiting bosses and a 40% stronger inner leg.

AC BT46-NC Std, No Clamp..............$259.95
AC BT46-LW17 Std, Throw Lever Mount ..$319.95
AC BT47-NC Tall, No Clamp...........$279.95
AC BT47-LW17 Tall, Throw Lever Mount ..$339.95

PRM (Precision Rail Monopod) with QK01 Quick Knob

Thumbnut allows the operator to “jam” the knob removing all of the tolerance found between the Male/Female threads for an extremely solid shooting platform. The leg folds up and retracts out of the way when not needed. Approx. elevation range 3.5 - 4.75”.

AC BT12QK.............................................$94.95
Eberlestock F4 "Terminator"
Optimized for the scout/sniper mission, the F4M Terminator has a unique articulating rear interior wall that allows a weapon to be carried near the wearer’s back. The F4M is laid out much like the G4M Operator, but instead of a built-in weapon carrier, the pack is a conventional pack with configurable load bay. Coyote Brown, Military Green or Dry Earth.
EB F4M.............................................. $429.00
EB F4MM Multicam..................................... $479.00

Eberlestock G3 "Phantom" Sniper Pack
Provides an integrated drag bag and backpack. Carry your heavy weapon in the backpack, either with or without the concealing top-cover. The modular system lets you choose how much or how little of the system you need for your mission. Black, Coyote Brown, Military Green or Dry Earth.
EB G3M................................................ $389.00
EB G3MM Multicam.......................... $429.00

Eberlestock X3 "LoDrag"
Incorporates a tactical weapon-sized scabbard. The HiSpeed and LoDrag packs have a unique contour shape that tapers at both the top and the bottom. They are fully compressible with pairs of side-mounted compression straps. PALS/MOLLE compatible webbing. Military Green or Dry Earth.
EB X3M..........................$229.00
EB X3MM Multicam...$249.00

Eberlestock G4 Operator
Chosen worldwide by many of the most elite special operations sniper teams. The scabbard folds into the bottom of the pack when not carrying a long gun, and the remaining space is an excellent load bay. System includes a GSTC Butt Cover for the scabbard, and a pull-out rain cover sized for the full pack. Comes standard with our Intex-II frame system. Dry Earth, Coyote Brown, or Military Green.
EB G4M............................................ $449.00
EB G4MM Multicam.......................... $489.00

Eberlestock J79 "Skycrane II"
Modular load bearing system consisting of three primary bags: the basic J79 pack, the pull-out G1 "Little Brother" pack, and a removable fanny/courier pack. Its unique design allows it to perform exceptionally well in a variety of configurations. The system has a variety of gear compartments and storage spaces that are designed for flexibility, ease of operation, and accessibility. Coyote Brown.
EB J79M..............................$499.00
EB J79MM Multicam................ $549.00

Eberlestock J51 "Warhammer"
An off-shoot of the popular J79 Skycrane II, but with more generous side/main butterfly compartments. A great stand-alone pack, with ample 3-day-class storage and two pockets sized for 70 oz/2-liter hydration bladders (sold separately). Intex-II frame is fully wrapped in the structure of the pack. Coyote Brown, Military Green or Dry Earth.
EB J15M........................................... $299.00
EB J51MM Multicam............................ $339.00

Secure Ordering Online

Check our website for more Eberlestock Products!
Eberlestock V69 "Destroyer"
An extremely capable and comfortable load bearing system. Extremely light weight. With both top loading and front loading features, it's easy to find your gear wherever in the pack you have it stowed. Full array of compression and lash straps. Includes a fitted rain cover that pulls out of a bottom pocket.60 liter capacity. Coyote Brown, Military Green or Dry Earth.
EB V69................................................$389.00

Eberlestock V90 "Battleship"
An extremely capable and comfortable load bearing system. Extremely light weight. With both top loading and front loading features, it's easy to find your gear wherever in the pack you have it stowed. Full array of compression and lash straps. Includes a fitted rain cover that pulls out of a bottom pocket. 99 liter capacity. Coyote Brown, Military Green or Dry Earth.
EB V90................................................$389.00

Eberlestock X4 "High Speed"
A variation of the popular X1A1 model, with no scabbard. Unique contour shape that tapers at both the top and the bottom. Fully compressible with pairs of side-mounted compression straps. PALS/MOLLE compatible webbing. Two main entry panels: a large front door for the lower section, and a unique top/front loading upper compartment. Black, Coyote Brown, Military Green or Dry Earth.
EB X4M................................................$179.00
EB X4MM Multicam................................$199.00

Eberlestock G1 "Little Brother"
Features an expansion sleeve that allows you to insert any of our side scabbards. Features both top-loading and full-front panel loading. MOLLE/PALS webbing fills all useful spaces inside and out. Two hydration sleeves on interior back wall sized for 3-liter hydration. Radio rack on back wall for PRC-117 class military radios. Comes with a harness. Dry Earth, Coyote Brown, or Military Green.
EB G1M................................................$189.00

Eberlestock F3F "FAC Track"
EB F3F................................................$289.00
EB F3FM Multicam.................................$329.00

Eberlestock F3 "Halftrack"
A front-loader, with two levels of varying-sized tuck-pockets lining its interior, PALS racks inside and out, and a fold-down shelf that can be used to divide the main compartment into upper and lower chambers. Includes a lightweight pull-out rain cover. Black, Military Green or Dry Earth.
EB F3M................................................$249.00
EB F3MM Multicam...............................$279.00
Eberlestock X1A2 Hunting Pack
The X1A2 retains all of the great features of the original X1A1, but introduces a wider rifle scabbard, larger main compartment and exterior pockets. 

EB X1A2 $229.00

Eberlestock X2 Hunting Pack
Includes oversized compression straps for lashing on a heavy load. Dual hydration compartments. Quick-access pockets for spotting scopes and tripods. And now a rugged IntEx metal frame.

EB X2 $199.00
EB X2MM Multicam $219.00

Eberlestock H2 "Gunrunner" Hunting Pack
The H2 Gunrunner is a minimalist, lightweight rifle pack designed for hands-free hunting and quick access to your rifle. The pack has crossed vertical and horizontal compression straps, which are useful to grapple things to the pack. 

EB H2 $179.00

Eberlestock J34 "Just One" Hunting Pack
Features a new streamlined shape, vertically adjustable torso length, waterproof zippers, a high-visibility interior, deep "3D" ventilated padding, scabbard drainage and cleanout access.

EB J34 $329.00

Eberlestock M5 "Team Elk" Hunting Pack
The Team Elk pack includes fold-away rifle scabbard, built-in bow carrier, Intex tubular aluminum frame, grapple-compression straps, waist-belt rangefinder pockets, and more! It serves well as a day pack but can serve for shorter multi-day trips, and is a great game hauler. Part of the proceeds from the sale of each pack are donated to the Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation.

EB M5 $329.00

Eberlestock "Sniper Sled" Drag Bag
The "Sniper Sled" includes a removable pack harness and hipbelt. The shoulder straps are similar to the Shooter's Harness found on our premium backpacks. With a combination of pack harness clips and beefy overlapping velcro straps, the harness and belt securely carry the bag, and provide excellent stability. The three large pockets on the front side are detachable, with MOLLE style webbing attachments.

EB E2B (52” - 51.5” Interior Length) $329.00
EB E2B Multicam $389.00
EB E57B (58” - 57” Interior Length) $349.00
EB E57B Multicam $409.00

Check our website for more Eberlestock Products!
Eberlestock R1
"Bang Bang"
Range Bag
Features large central compartment with a fully customizable interior compartment ensures a perfect fit for all your gear. Side carry pockets equipped with mag pouches. 1000d fabric construction coupled with a Polycarbonate base to shield your pack from rocks, debris, and range dust. Dimensions: 21" x 10" x 10". Dry Earth or Black.
EB R1.................................................$179.00

Eberlestock B1 Combat Office Brief
The Combat Office is the ultimate brief case for the road warrior. A tandem zipper easily opens the barn-door top, revealing a generously sized main compartment. Features plenty of pockets and MOLLE outer flap panel. Includes a discreet magnet-closure pocket for your handgun. Dimensions: 13" x 18" x 5". Black or Dry Earth.
EB J51....................................................$149.00

Eberlestock Ultralight Sleeping Bag
A great warm weather bag, and works well in cooler weather if you wear insulated garments while sleeping. An extremely compact sleeping bag when compressed, this European-made bag is of exceptional quality and is perfect for "going in light." The incorporated mosquito net allows you to sleep under the stars in warmer weather, while keeping the summer's bugs out. Dry Earth.
EB SU18 (Up to 72.5" body height) ...........................................................................$199.00
EB SU20 Long (Up to 78.7 body height) .....................................................................$229.00

Compact, Lightweight and Modular Shooting Mat For Any Shooter
The FSS shooting mat is ideal for any type of rifle; pistol or shotgun shooting that requires multiple shooting positions and was designed and developed from the ground up with multiple years of real world operations and training in mind. It is very unique in the fact that it is extremely light weight, compact, versatile and allows the shooter to pack the shooting mat anywhere he/she goes by utilizing the molle attachment features.
• The FSS mat can be utilized in stand-alone mode or can be used while attached to the pack to provide a reliable shooting platform for long range marksmanship when bipod legs or other means are not available
• Very durable, constructed from 330 denier nylon with closed cell foam to protect the shooter while operating on hard/rough surfaces and is water “resistant”
• Light-weight, coming in at ~1 lb. 10 oz.
• Clear, water resistant “data on previous engagement” (DOPE) card holders that affix to the mat via Velcro. This allows the shooter to maintain their data in high wind environments or take them off and carry them in a pocket or on/in kit
• Adjustable Bipod loops are sewn into the mat to provide the shooter with the ability to “load” the bipod legs and practice proper marksmanship fundamentals without the gun sliding or slipping. This capability/feature could also be utilized to tie down and secure equipment as needed. The adjustable bipod loops allow the shooter to adjust the overall length to accommodate multiple different rifle platforms and are also removable via side release buckle if not in use or needed
• Rear grommets to secure the shooting mat when operating in high wind environments
• Dimensions – Open 29" (22”) x 48”
• Dimensions Rolled Up 5" x 5" x 14”
FSS 53110-G2-C (Coyote Brown) ............................................. $143.99
FSS 53110-G2-MC (Multicam) .................................................. $155.00
Beast Suit
Skid Areas 1000 Denier Cordura Nylon; Threadless skid surface areas; Elbow/Forearm padding permanently sewn-in, (Chest and knees are not padded); Enhanced Reinforced shin Guards; Nylon 550 Nylon cord bartacked throughout in wide-grid format; Adjustable Hand Loops; Adjustable Foot Stirrups; One-Size Fits All Sleeve length via wrist tension cords; One- Size-Fits All pant leg length via ankle tension cords; Adjustable Engree Suspension System (Crotch Strap) via Fastex Buckle; Zipper V-Neck preacher collar; Reinforced seat and crotch using Cordura; 2” Wide belt loops around trouser waistband; 2” Wide nylon adjustable belt; Inner knee abrasion protection; Enhanced Integrated trouser cargo pockets (both legs); Entire back of shirt is ventilated with super-tough mesh fabric; Suit includes Beast Trousers and Blouse. Choice of button front blouse or zipper side entry blouse. Garnish sold separately. Built to order. Coyote Brown, Multicam or ATACS. Size: S, M, L or XL
TC BEAST SUIT ..............................................$325.00

Beast Ghillie Suit Kit
Kit comes with Beast Suit Zipper Entry Blouse, Trousers and Enhanced Sniper Hat (Adjustable One-size-fits-all). Garnish Package includes approximately 4 lbs of garnish fiber. Coyote Brown, Multicam or ATACS. Size: S, M, L or XL
TC BEAST KT ..............................................$499.00

Spyder Mesh Blanket
Camel Brown, Olive Drab or Light Green
TC 92K5.......................................................... $22.95

Spyder Mesh H&S Blanket
Camel Brown, Olive Drab or Light Green
TC 92K5.......................................................... $14.95

Tactical Mesh HD
Camel Brown or Olive Drab.
TC 92H5.......................................................... $27.94

A-TACS Mosquito Mesh
ATACS-AU, ATACS-FG.
TC 92H543........................................................ $23.73

MCM Cobra
The Cobra is a high-speed garment designed for any operator who can benefit from an advanced touch of visual based camouflage/concealment. Designed to be worn in conjunction and work in unison with combat loadout equipment such as tactical vests, assaulter body armor and slimline backpack systems. Constructed from Heavy Duty MultiCam Mesh fabric. One size fits all.
MCM-1 Not hood or sleeve upgradeable
TC 89C5300..................................................$174.20
MCM-2 Hood or sleeve upgradeable
TC 89C5301..................................................$223.30

BoonieSkin
Ventilated, net sewn onto brim. One size fits all. Multicam, ATACS.
TC 89G51..........................................................$123.50

Nylon Netting
TC 93A5162 1”............................................... $21.96
TC 93A5202 1.75”............................................... $21.96

Stalk Grass
Earth Red (967), Field Drab (968), Forest (979), Light Green (951), OD (987A, OD (987B) or Sand (977).
TC 92T51 .......................................................... $15.92
Signature Reduction For Your Optics

“Glint” is a serious threat to operational security. If they don’t see you... they don’t shoot you.®

Being detected because of reflections has resulted in the loss of personnel, the failure of missions, and has even changed the course of battles.

Leupold Mark 4 12-40x 60mm Spotting Scope
NSN 1240-01-553-1853
PN: TNX 60LTC0

Leupold 50mm Rifle Scopes
NSN 6650-1-502-1873
PN: TNX 50LTC0

Leupold Mark 6 3-18x44 M5B2
PN: TNX 44LM60-ARD

Leupold Mark 8 1.1-8x24 CQBSS
PN: TNX 28LTC0

M144 (Telescope, Straight)
NSN 6650-01-456-4526
PN: TNX M144

M22 Black (Corion or Litton) Binoculars
NSN 6650-01-456-9093
PN: TNX M22B00-ARD

M22 Green (Steiner) Binoculars
NSN 6650-01-456-4527
PN: TNX M22G00-ARD

M68 Close Combat Optic (Aimpoint Comp)
NSN 6650-01-479-5386
PN: TNX M68CC0

Schmidt & Bender 50mm Rifle Scopes
6650-01-509-4073
PN: TNX 50SBC0

Weapon Sight Polarizer

The Weapon Sight Polarizer lets you see clearly through reflected glare on glass surfaces such as windows or windshields. It also reduces perceived glare when shooting over water or snow fields.

Model LSU (TNX LSU-WSP) fits: Leupold Mk 4 rifles scopes, Leupold Mark 4 12-40x60mm Tactical Spotting Scope, Schmidt & Bender 50mm, Unertl Tactical, Kahles (30mm tube), Springfield Armory (with tape wrap), Zeiss Conquest, Trijicon TR21 and TR20, Nightforce

Model STZ (TNX STZ-WSP) fits: Leupold Tactical zooms, Leupold illuminated reticle scopes, Schmidt & Bender 40mm, Zeiss (non-Conquest) with 39mm Ø eyepieces

Call us for more info on Tenebraex Anti-Reflection Devices!
CROSS SECTION OF THE BIP

- Internal energy absorption system
- Patented collapsible gel head

BIP UPON IMPACT WITH TARGET

- Head collapses and absorbs kinetic energy
- BIP head and body disfigure after impact making it difficult for rioters to throw back at police

On GSA Contract GS-07F-0259N
Contact us for a Quote or Purchase Directly off GSA Advantage!

BIP Standard
Advanced collapsible head engineering provides maximum safety and superior pain compliance

Training Round
Simulates the ballistics of the BIP, allowing for cost effective training and certification
Marking Liquid
Colored liquid semi-permanently marks target, allowing for future apprehension

Oleoresin Capsicum
OC powder irritant released upon impact and dissipates, not affecting bystanders

Malodorant
Noxious odor released upon impact, thus marking subject and deterring others

Forensic Marking
Unique and invisible forensic solution marks target with a designated coding system

CS Powder
Micro-pulverized irritant powder that causes a burning sensation in the mucous membranes

Marking Powder
Colored powder temporarily marks target upon impact for psychological deterrent effect
AAMI Less Than Lethal
Multi-Shot 40MM Launcher

Where Accuracy and Multi Round Follow-up shots are needed the AAMI Less Than Lethal MSGL delivers!

The Multiple 40MM Launcher – Less than Lethal (MGL-LTL) has been developed around the needs of the modern tactical team. The launcher is capable of firing a wide variety of 40MM LTL ammo. This adaptable launcher also features the KeyMod rail system for the addition of grips, lights, lasers, and other accessories. The adjustable stock system featured on the MGL-LTL helps the operator to achieve the correct cheek weld and length of pull. The AAMI Weapons MGL-LTL is the solution that sends EVERYONE home safe.

6 rounds of OC, Blunt Force Impact, Marking or the new Malordorant 40MM rounds are instantly available to handle large crowds or accurately engage a single target.

The Less Than Lethal (LTL) MSGL in 40MM is designed for use by state and federal police and law enforcement, as well as military for peace-keeping missions abroad.

Large Crowd Control or Single Target Capability!

AAMI is currently the only manufacturer of the 40mm Multi-Shot Launcher in the USA. The MGL-AV140 is the only 40MM launcher that is qualified according to USDOD and STANAG specifications and ISO9001 and AS9100 (NASA) Compliant.
Sage Control Ordnance
Ace & Deuce Less Lethal Launchers

Rugged, Reliable, Simple to Operate, and – Best Yet – Affordable

The Ace Launcher
Rugged, Reliable, Simple to Operate, and Best Yet, Affordable.

- 40X46MM NATO

SCO A40R .......................................................... $689.00

The Deuce Launcher
The Ultimate Force Multiplier.

- 40X46MM NATO

SCO D40R .......................................................... $1,395.00

We are a Sage Master Distributor – Please Contact us for all your 37MM and 40MM Less Lethal Needs!
RINGS MANUFACTURING

Blue Guns
Rings Manufacturing crafts the most detailed, accurate and extensive line of “Firearm Simulators” on the market today. Products are inert detailed replicas of actual weapons designed for Law Enforcement and Military Training. Made with strong, impact-resistant polyurethane with steel reinforcement to prevent bending and flexing while maintaining the detail, handling and balance of the actual weapon they represent. Most models available in Blue or Black.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Description</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BLUEGUNS® Colt M4 with Closed Stock</td>
<td>FSM4CS</td>
<td>$177.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUEGUNS® Glock 17/22/31</td>
<td>FSG17</td>
<td>$50.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUEGUNS® AK47</td>
<td>FSAK47</td>
<td>$177.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUEGUNS® Beretta 92F</td>
<td>FSB92F</td>
<td>$50.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUEGUNS® Colt M4 Flat Top with Forward Rail</td>
<td>FSM4FTR</td>
<td>$177.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUEGUNS® M18 Smoke Grenade</td>
<td>FSM18SG</td>
<td>$50.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUEGUNS® FN M240</td>
<td>FSM240</td>
<td>$694.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUEGUNS® FN M249</td>
<td>FSM249</td>
<td>$694.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUEGUNS® M84 Stun Grenade</td>
<td>FSM84</td>
<td>$50.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUEGUNS® Training Knife</td>
<td>FSTK</td>
<td>$16.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We carry the complete line of Blueguns – see our website or contact us for pricing & availability!
BLUEGUNS® Remington 700
RI FS700 ............................................................... $177.15

BLUEGUNS® AR15
RI FSAR15 ............................................................... $177.15

BLUEGUNS® M4 Open Stock, 14” Barrel
RI FSM414 ............................................................... $177.15

BLUEGUNS® M4 COMMANDO Closed Stock
FSM4CCS ............................................................... $177.15

BLUEGUNS® M4 Closed Stock, 14” Barrel
RI FSM4CS14 ............................................................... $177.15

BLUEGUNS® M4 COMMANDO Flat Top Open Stock, Fwd Rail, ACOG Sight
RI FSM4CFTRACOG ............................................................... $177.15

BLUEGUNS® Taser X26
RI FSX26 ............................................................... $50.65

BLUEGUNS® H&K USP .45
RI FSUSP45 ............................................................... $50.65

BLUEGUNS® Makarov
RI FSMAK ............................................................... $15.60

BLUEGUNS® SIG P228
RI FSP228 ............................................................... $50.65

BLUEGUNS® Glock 21
RI FSG21 ............................................................... $50.65

BLUEGUNS® H&K MP5K
RI FSMP5K ............................................................... $177.15
Secure Ordering Online

Infrared reflective, non-fabric Glo-Tape patches with Velcro® hook backing attaches to Velcro® on military field and flight uniforms to provide covert combat identification. Reflects IR light brightly to identify friend or foe when viewed through night vision equipment.

IR U.S. Flag

FORWARD FACING
- CJ AF2000 OD $13.50
- CJ AF2000 Black $13.50
- CJ AF2002 Full Color $13.50
- CJ AF2010T Tan $13.50

REVERSE
- CJ AF2010 OD $13.50
- CJ AF2010 Black $13.50
- CJ AF2001 Full Color $13.50
- CJ AF2000T Tan $13.50

IR State Flags

OD Green or Tan
- CJ IFF AZ Flag (Arizona) $15.00
- CJ IFF CAL Flag (California) $15.00
- CJ IFF FL Flag (Florida) $15.00
- CJ IFF ID Flag (Idaho) $15.00
- CJ IFF NV Flag (Nevada) $15.00
- CJ IFF OR Flag (Oregon) $15.00
- CJ IFF OR Flag (Texas) $15.00
- CJ IFF WA Flag (Washington) $15.00

"Thin Blue Line" Flags

CJ FSR 67 TBL US Flag (FSR) $13.50
CJ IFF 67 TBL US Flag (IR) $13.50

IR "Don't Tread On Me" Flags

OD Green or Tan
- CJ IFF DTOM-GAD (Coiled) $13.50
- CJ IFF DTOM-USN (Stretched) $13.50

Contact us for Quote!
INFRARED PATCHES

IR Blood Type
Tan only. Specify blood type: A Neg, A Pos, AB Neg, AB Pos, B Neg, B Pos, O Neg, O Pos (1" x 2")

IR Black Glint Squares
WITH VELCRO
CJ IFF 980 MC22 (2X2)..........................$7.00
CJ IFF 980 K (1x1)..........................$3.00
CJ IFF 55V (.75 x .75)..........................$3.00

WITHOUT VELCRO
CJ IFF 67 2X2 (2X2)..........................$6.00
CJ IFF 67 1X1 (1x1)..........................$2.00
CJ IFF 55P (.75 x .75)..........................$2.00

ADHESIVE BACK
CJ IFF 67 2X2 PS (2X2)..........................$6.00
CJ IFF 980 G (1x1)..........................$2.00
CJ IFF 55PA (.75 x .75)..........................$2.00

IR EOD Patch
Black on Tan, Tan on Black or FSR (2" x 4")
CJ IFF EOD..........................$13.50

IR K9 Patch
Tan, Green or FSR (2" x 4")
CJ IFF K-9..........................$13.50

IR JTAC Patch
ACU Tan only (2" x 3.5")
CJ IFF 67 JTAC..........................$13.50

IR MP Patch
Tan or FSR (2" x 4")
CJ IFF MP..........................$13.50

IR Medic Patch
Tan or FSR (2" x 4")
CJ IFF MEDIC..........................$13.50

IR Medic Cross
Tan or Black (2" x 2")
CJ IFF 67..........................$10.00

IR Medic Cross
Tan or Black (2" x 2")
CJ IFF 67..........................$10.00

IR LE: Sheriff Patch
CJ IFF SHERIFF FSR (2" x 4")..........................$13.50
CJ DOJ 5 SHERIFF T (3" x 5")..........................$24.00
CJ DOJ 5 SHERIFF W (3" x 5")..........................$24.00
CJ DOJ 12 SHERIFF W (3" x 12")..........................$30.00

IR LE: Police Patch
CJ IFF POLICE FSR (2" x 4")..........................$13.50
CJ IFF POLICE FSR 3X8 (3" x 8")..........................$34.00
CJ DOJ 5 POLICE W (3" x 5")..........................$24.00
CJ DOJ 12 POLICE T (3" x 12")..........................$30.00
CJ DOJ 12 POLICE W (3" x 12")..........................$30.00

IR LE: Agent
CJ DOJ 5 AGENT W (3" x 5")..........................$24.00
CJ DOJ 12 AGENT W (3" x 12")..........................$30.00

IR LE: SWAT
CJ DOJ 5 SWAT T (3" x 5")..........................$24.00
CJ DOJ 5 SWAT W (3" x 5")..........................$24.00
CJ DOJ 12 SWAT T (3" x 12")..........................$30.00
CJ DOJ 12 SWAT W (3" x 12")..........................$30.00

Complete Selection of IR Patches Available on our Website!
**OPTIC MOUNTS AND NV INTEGRATION**

**BADGER ORDNANCE**

**Badger Ordnance Sniper Lightweight Integrator Combat Kit (S.L.I.C.K.)**

Designed for use with the M151 (Leupold Mk 4 12-40 X 60mm) Spotting Scope.

**Badger Ordnance 34mm Rings**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BO 306-14</td>
<td>Height 1.0&quot;, Schmidt &amp; Bender</td>
<td>$199.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BO 306-54</td>
<td>Extra High 1.375&quot;</td>
<td>$199.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BO 306-75</td>
<td>Height 1.0&quot;, USMC M40A3</td>
<td>$200.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BO 306-76</td>
<td>Extra High 1.49&quot;, USMC M10 (SASR)</td>
<td>$205.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

You can find the complete line of Badger Ordnance products on our website!

**Badger Ordnance 30mm Rings**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BO 306-08</td>
<td>Height 0.823&quot;, Steel</td>
<td>$168.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BO 306-09</td>
<td>Height 1.125&quot;, Steel</td>
<td>$168.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BO 306-10</td>
<td>Height 1.400&quot;, Steel</td>
<td>$168.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BO 306-20</td>
<td>Height 0.885&quot;, Medium, Steel</td>
<td>$168.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BO 306-21</td>
<td>Height 1.000&quot;, Medium High</td>
<td>$169.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BO 306-28</td>
<td>Height 1.031&quot;, USMC DMR</td>
<td>$230.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BO 306-29</td>
<td>Height 1.250&quot;, USN EBR Mk14 Mod 0</td>
<td>$177.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BO 306-79</td>
<td>Height 1.250&quot;, Extra High, AR-10 &amp; SR-25 Style Rifles</td>
<td>$173.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Badger Ordnance MAX-50 Rings**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BO 306-11</td>
<td>30mm, Height 0.823&quot; Std., Steel</td>
<td>$177.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BO 306-13</td>
<td>30mm, Height 1.125&quot; High</td>
<td>$177.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Badger Ordnance 1-Piece Scope Ring Mounts**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BO 306-62</td>
<td>30mm, Height 0.885&quot;, Length 3.375&quot;, Alloy</td>
<td>$175.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BO 306-64</td>
<td>34mm, Height 1.49&quot;, Length 4.625&quot;</td>
<td>$200.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BO 306-95</td>
<td>34mm, Height 1.49&quot;, Length 5.00&quot; Extended</td>
<td>$200.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Badger Ordnance 30mm Recon Unimount (1.54")**

Designed specifically to co-witness with the newest clip on Night Vision and Thermal/Fusion devices. Made with increased forward offset to allow the use of popular low magnification and long eye relief optics. Machined from 6061 Alloy and Mil Spec Type III Hardcoat Anodized.

**BO 306-317A** $245.00

**Tripod & Optics NOT included!**

**Secure Ordering Online**

- Secure ordering online
- Badger Ordnance products on website
Badger Ordnance Remington Short Action Rail

- BO 306-06 20 MOA cant ................................................................. $150.00
- BO 306-06A 20 MOA cant, Aluminum ........................................... $150.00
- BO 306-06-A3 for Marine Corps M40A3 & M40A5 ONLY, 30 MOA, clip slot ................................ $175.00
- BO 306-06F zero cant .................................................................. $150.00
- BO 306-06L Left Hand 20 MOA cant ........................................... $150.00
- BO 306-06-8 with #8-40 screws, 20 MOA cant ............................ $155.00
- BO 306-46 30 MOA cant .............................................................. $157.00
- BO 306-46L Left Hand 30 MOA cant ........................................... $157.00
- BO 306-56 45 MOA cant ............................................................... $157.00
- BO 305-56L Left Hand 45 MOA cant ........................................... $157.00

Badger Ordnance Remington Long Action Rail

- BO 306-07 20 MOA cant ................................................................. $150.00
- BO 306-07A 20 MOA cant, Aluminum ........................................... $150.00
- BO 306-07-8 with #8-40 screws, 20 MOA cant ............................ $155.00
- BO 306-07F zero cant .................................................................. $150.00
- BO 306-07L Left Hand, 20 MOA cant ........................................... $157.00
- BO 306-47 30 MOA cant .............................................................. $157.00
- BO 306-47L Left Hand, 30 MOA cant ........................................... $157.00
- BO 306-57 45 MOA cant ............................................................... $157.00
- BO 306-57L Left Hand, 45 MOA cant ........................................... $157.00

S2nVI Spotting Scope Night Vision Integrator

- BO 306-58 ................................................................. $325.00

Light Rifle-EMBEDDED Front Rail (LR-EFR) Mount

- BO 306-58 ................................................................. $325.00

Gen 3 Ambidextrous Charging Handle - 5.56mm Platforms

- BO 249-60 ................................................................. $95.00

Patent 7,240,600 & 7,900,546!

Gen 3 Ambidextrous Charging Handle - 7.62mm Platforms

- BO 762-60 ................................................................. $99.50

Gen I ........................................ $19.75
Gen II ........................................ $19.75

Light Rifle-Embedded Front Rail (LR-EFR) Mount

- BO 306-58 ................................................................. $325.00

Gen I ........................................ $19.75
Gen II ........................................ $19.75

Badger Ordnance Tactical Latch

- BO 249-02 Gen I ........................................ $19.75
- BO 249-20 Gen II ........................................ $19.75

S2nVI Spotting Scope Night Vision Integrator

- Tripod & Optics NOT included.

Spotting Scope Night Vision Integrator is engineered and optimized for attaching a night vision system to the M151 Spotting Scope.

- BO 306-58 ................................................................. $325.00

S2nVI Spotting Scope Night Vision Integrator

- Tripod & Optics NOT included.

Spotting Scope Night Vision Integrator is engineered and optimized for attaching a night vision system to the M151 Spotting Scope.

- BO 306-58 ................................................................. $325.00
RIFLE & SHOOTING ACCESSORIES

Secure Ordering Online

Milspec Grip Pod

The Grip Pod System™ (GPS™) is a revolutionary new vertical fore-grip integrated with a strong and stable bipod. The Grip Pod’s legs deploy at the push of a button – instantly! Made from advanced, reinforced polymers, the Grip Pod™ GPS02 is light to preserve weapon balance, and tough to withstand hard use. The Grip Pod GPS02 is the ultimate improvement to any weapon system currently employing a vertical grip. Black or Tan.

GPS02................................. $149.00
GPS-LE (Law Enforcement) ........... $95.00

M-249 Saw Grip Pod

Instantly stable platform providing fast and accurate fire for the M-249 SAW!! The same design as the original Grip Pod, the morphed Grip Pod for the M-249 SAW has bipod legs and encapsulation ring made of solid high grade aluminum. Ready for any M-249 SAW with a rail system. Also compatible with the new Light Rail Module, allowing you to combine it with any rail mounted light or laser.

GPS 249................................. $234.50

Light Rail Module For Grip Pod

GPS02 & GPS249

The Light Right Module adds a rail system to the Grip Pod System and allows the user to have a tactical light or laser at their finger tips. Simply attach the LRM to the Grip Pod System and then add whatever tactical accessory to the LRM rail and continue with the mission. That easy!!! Black or Tan.

Grip Pod and Light Module sold separately.

GPS-LRM  Single Rail....................... $25.00
GPS-LRM2  Dual Rail.................... $25.00

Grip Pod Systems®

Only the Grip Pod® Has Achieved Total Adoption!!! By the U.S.M.C., U.S. Army, U.S. Air Force, Natl Guard, FBI, DEA, Border Patrol, Numerous Federal Agencies, British Army, and Special Forces Worldwide!!!
M203PI 40MM Universal Launcher
NSN: 1010-01-393-0656

The M203PI 40MM Universal Grenade Launcher System is the standard to which all others are held. The M203PI has a quick disconnect feature that allows fast, tool-free installation/removal in any conditions. The mounting system easily adjusts for any length gun and can be mounted to virtually any rail system.

M203PI has improved the entire sphere of 40MM weaponry and continued to pioneer advancements based on field feedback.

The RM M203 is fielded by military and law enforcement in the U.S. and around the globe and is combat proven. Enhance the operational effectiveness and versatility of your grenadiers with M203PI.

M203 Grip
NSN: 1010-01-579-0712

The forward handgrip for the M203 is now available! 40mm operators now have all the advantages of the Forward HandGrip so popular the M16 and M4 rifles. Instantly attaches to any M203 grenade launcher. No tools or modifications required. Fits the M203, M203PI and M203A1 launchers with long or short barrels. Provides a rock-solid grip and detaches instantly.

Optional flashlight accessory available. Lightweight and rugged with a waterproof battery compartment that holds 2 AA or 3 N or 2 Type-123 30volt batteries.

RME 71G710 Tactical Grip .................. $249.00
RME 71G700 Battery Grip .................. $249.00
RME 71G730 Light/Tactical Grip .............. $380.00
RME 71G730 Light/Battery Grip .............. $380.00
Law Tactical AR Folding Stock Adapter Gen3-M

The first and only folding stock adapter compatible with AR platform rifles.
Works with direct impingement or gas piston systems and fits A2, carbine, mil-spec or commercial buffer tube and stocks. It can be used with standard bolt carrier groups including: full auto, semi auto, 5.56 to .308. Designed for low profile transport of AR rifles in non-permissive environments. The adapter is ideal for any situation that requires a smaller profile weapon for transport and storage. Simple one-button release folds the stock. To engage, just unfold and fire. The stock automatically locks into place, requiring no fine motor skills. Designed, built and assembled in the USA from CNC machined, 4140 steel.

CRW LTGEN3M ........................................................................................................ $259.99

The guide does not affect gun function when unfolded in the standard fire position. The rear portion of the adapter is built to the same specifications as a standard receiver to ensure maximum compatibility. An integrated single point sling attachment point is included.

AK LIGHTNING BOLT™

See our website for variations.

AK Lightning Bolt, Gen 2

One of the true AK innovations of the last 60 years, the AK Lightning Bolt consists of a right side charging handle and a top cover. The Generation 2 AK Lightning Bolt™ allows ambidextrous use of the charging handle. Firearms with a bolt hold open notch will still function properly with this product. Tried and tested, you can expect faster reloads and increased air flow to cool the weapon during long strings of firing.

CSS AKL001 (AK47) ................................................................. $275.00

CSS AKL004/5 ............................................................. $65.00

Chinese or European enhanced.
Magpul® PMAG
The PMAG is an extremely durable, lightweight, high reliability polymer magazine. Impact and crush resistant polymer body; long life stainless steel spring. Made in the USA.

Magpul® AR15/M16/AR10/SR25 Precision Rifle Stock
AR15/M16 Model is a drop-in, precision-adjustable butt stock for rifles with A1/A2 fixed stocks. AR10/SR25 Model is a drop-in, precision-adjustable butt stock especially designed for the longer charging handle throw of 7.62 NATO platforms. Black, Dark Earth, Gray or OD.

Magpul® MOE Carbine Stock
A drop-in replacement buttstock for AR15/M16 carbines. Designed for light, fast action the streamlined A-frame profile avoids snagging and shields the release latch to prevent accidental activation. The Mil-Spec Model includes a standard 0.30” rubber butt-pad. Black, Dark Earth, Gray or OD.

Magpul® MOE AK Stock AK47/ AK74
Providing Magpul construction and ingenuity to the venerable AK platform, the Magpul MOE AK Stock is an optimized fixed stock for most stamped-receiver rifles. Featuring the unique wedge block fitment of the Zhukov-S Stock, the MOE AK Stock provides internal storage, optimized QD sling swivel placement, a shock absorbing rubber butt-pad for positive placement. Black, Dark Earth, Gray, OD or Plum.

Magpul® ZHUKOV-S Stock AK47/ AK74
Casts aside traditional AK stock shortcomings and offers a folding, collapsible stock with QD sling mounts, modular Cheek Risers, and a shock-absorbing rubber butt-pad for superior traction. The Zhukov-S has right-side folding for compatibility with side-mounted optics. Designed to fit most common stamped AK receivers without modification via a unique wedge block. Black, Dark Earth, Gray, OD or Plum.

You can find the complete line of Magpul products on our website!
**Magpul® Hunter 700 Stock – Remington 700 Short Action**

Made from reinforced polymer and an anodized aluminum bedding block, this stock offers users a cost effective replacement featuring fully adjustable length of pull, comb height, and enhanced ergonomics. Compatible with Remington 700 Short Actions, this stock requires no bedding and is a true “drop-in” solution for the end user*. M-LOK compatible. Black, Dark Earth, Gray or OD. Made in USA

MP MAG495 .......................................................... $246.95

---

**Magpul® Hunter X-22 Stock – Ruger 10/22**

An ergonomic, full-featured stock for the ubiquitous Ruger 10/22 rifle. Made from high quality reinforced polymer, features an ergonomic grip, adjustable length of pull and comb height to fit a wide variety of shooters, multiple sling mounting options, a non-slip rubber butt pad, and M-LOK slots for accessory attachment. Fits standard Ruger 10/22 .22 LR pattern rifles with no gunsmithing, and a reversible barrel tray ensures proper fit with factory pencil profile as well as heavy bull barrels. Black, Dark Earth, Gray or OD. Made in USA

MP MAG548 .......................................................... $132.95

---

**Magpul® MS3 & MS4 Slings**

**MS3 Sling GEN 2**

Allows an operator to leverage the maneuverability of one-point attachment for direct action, or two-point attachment for stability.

**MS3 Single QD Sling GEN 2**

Can quickly switch between one-point and two-point configuration. Features a heavy-duty push-button QD sling swivel for the one-point (rear) weapon attachment.

**MS4 Dual QD Sling GEN 2**

Features two heavy-duty push-button QD sling swivels along with a steel D-Ring to allow one to two-point convertibility. This modification allows compatibility with QD sling cups. Black, Coyote, Gray or Ranger Green. Made in USA

MP MAG514 (MS3) .................................................. $47.45
MP MAG515 (MS3 QD) .......................................... $55.05
MP MAG518 (MS4) .................................................. $56.95

---

**Magpul® MS1 MS3 Sling Adapter**

Combine with the MS1 Sling and Paraclip to provide two to one-point convertibility. Black, Coyote, Gray or Ranger Green. Made in USA

MP MAG516 (MS3 Standard) ......................... $15.15
MP MAG517 (MS3 QD) ............................... $19.90
MP MAG519 (MS4 QD) ............................... $23.70

---

**Magpul® Core Gloves**

**Technical Gloves**

Durable synthetic construction for a second-skin fit with terry backed thumbs and touch screen capability. True Black, Charcoal or Coyote.

MP MAG850 (Flight) ......................................... $59.95
MP MAG851 (Breach) ........................................ $66.45
MP MAG852 (FR Breach) ............................. $119.95

**Ranch Gloves**

Feature a modern athletic fit, touchscreen enhancement, and 100% goatskin leather construction for hard-working hands. Tan.

MP MAG853 (Technical) ................................. $23.70
MP MAG854 (Ranch) ....................................... $39.95
MP MAG855 (FR Breach) ............................. $119.95

---

**Patrol Gloves**

Lightweight construction with one-piece, premium leather palm and reinforcement in all the right places; touchscreen capability. True Black, Charcoal or Coyote.

MP MAG854 (Ranch) ....................................... $39.95
MP MAG855 (FR Breach) ............................. $119.95
**M14 / M1A STOCKS AND ACCESSORIES!!!**

We are a full line SAGE Master Distributor Contact us for any M14 EBR Needs Your Department or Unit has!!

---

**SAGE M14ALCS**

EBR Stock as Issued to U.S. Military!!

Available for Standard or Heavy Barrel.

SA M14ALCS ................................................................. $840.00

---

**Juggernaut Rogue M14 Stock**

Available for Standard or Heavy Barrel. Full Auto or Semiauto. Black or Dark Earth.

JT PN-500................................................................. $849.00

---

**Vltor M14/M1A Improved Modstock System**

V M1-SS ................................................................. $503.95

---

**M14/M1A ACCESSORIES**

---

**Vltor CASV-14, M14/M1A Rail System**

Black, Foliage or Dark Earth.

V CASV-14 ................................................................. $309.65

V CASV-EL (Extended) .................................................... $227.95

---

**SAGE M14 Stripper Clip Sight Base**

SA M14SCSB ................................................................. $47.65

---

**Detachable M14 Cantilevered Sight Base**

SA M14DCSB ................................................................. $224.40

---

**M14 & M1A Magazine**

USGI CMI NSN Issue In Stock!!

FFM CM15........................................................................ $28.99

FFM CM20 NSN 1005-00-626-9048................................. $30.00

FFM CM25........................................................................ $34.99

---

**X-Products M14 M1A .308 High Capacity Drum Magazine**

XP X-14................................................................. $290.00

XP X-14-S (Skeletonized) ................................................... $350.00

---

See our Website for our Complete line of Weapon Accessories.
RIFLE & SHOOTING ACCESSORIES

ELCAN SCOPES

SpecterDR Dual Role 1x / 4x Optical Sight

The SpecterDR switches instantly from a 4x magnified sight to a 1x CQB sight with the throw of a lever. Unlike zoom sights, the SpecterDR offers an optimized optical path and identical eye relief in both 4x and 1x modes. Depending upon the situation, the user may adjust the sight to illuminate the entire crosshair or just a brilliant red dot in the center. Black or Tan.

AT DFOV14-C1 (5.56) $2,246.00
AT DFOV14-C2 (7.62) $2,246.00

SpecterDR Dual Role 1.5x / 6x Optical Sight

The ELCAN SpecterDR 1.5-6x is the second evolution in the family of Dual Role Optical Sights. Based upon the battle-proven SpecterDR design, the SpecterDR 1.5-6x provides higher magnification to enable greater precision and longer engagement ranges, while at the same time providing exceptional field of view in CQB mode. Black or Tan.

AT DFOV156-C1 (5.56) $2,912.00
AT DFOV156-C2 (7.62) $2,912.00

Specter TR 1/3/9

A 1/3/9x magnification scope giving any shooter the appropriate level of magnification required for any scenario on an AR style platform. The unique three field-of-view design maximizes combat effectiveness by providing precision close quarter, mid-range, and long range engagement capability.

AT TFOV139-C1 (5.56) $3,194.00
AT TFOV139-C2 (7.62) $3,194.00

SOCOM Approved & Issued!

Aimpoint

Aimpoint Micro T-2

Redefines everything you thought you knew about compact red dot sights. Cutting edge lens coatings radically improve the shape and clarity of the 2 MOA red dot and physical protection has been added for even more ruggedness.

AP 200170 $761.00

Aimpoint Micro T-1

Suitable for use on Rifles, Carbines, Shotguns, Submachineguns and Handguns. Ideal as a stand-alone sight, or can be “piggybacked” on top of larger magnifying scopes, night vision, or thermal imaging optics.

AP 11830 $705.00

Aimpoint Comp M4

Incorporates an integral mount that eliminates the need for a separate ring, and can be customized with vertical and forward spacers. Eight year battery life!

AP 11972 $846.00

Aimpoint PRO (Patrol Rifle Optic)

• Always ready - always on. Turn it on for up to 3 years using one single battery.
• 2 minute of angle red dot for accurate target engagement at all distances.
• Enhanced speed on target and increased first shot hit probability when compared to iron sights and magnified scopes.
• Compatible with all generations of night vision devices and may be used with Aimpoint 3X Magnifier and Concealed Engagement unit.
• Hard anodized aluminum alloy housing. Rugged enough for real world conditions and waterproof to 150 feet.
• Threaded front lens opening allows use of screw-in anti-reflection device (ARD).
• Transparent rear flip cover allows use of the sight (with both eyes open) even with both covers closed in an emergency.
• Modular mount set up for use on flat-top AR15, M4 Carbine and M16 rifles.
• QR-2 rail grabber mount. Snap knob three times for a perfect mount. Will not deform your rail like many other mounts.

AP 12841 $424.00

GSA
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**SUREFIRE**

**SureFire G2® Nitrolon® Flashlight**

High-output flashlight featuring a tough, corrosion-proof Nitrolon® body. The tactically-correct pushbutton tailcap switch provides secure, ergonomic activation control: press for momentary-on, twist for constant-on. Black.

SF G2........................................... $53.10

**SureFire X300® Ultra**

LED Handgun / Long Gun WeaponLight

This top-selling WeaponLight features a high-performance LED that generates 600 lumens of stunning white light that’s focused by a Total Internal Reflection (TIR) lens to produce a high-intensity beam with extended range yet it provides significant surround light for peripheral vision in close quarters. Black or Tan.

SF X300U-B.................................... $269.10

**SureFire Sonic Defenders®**

Protect your hearing without interfering with your ability to hear routine sounds or conversations. Double-flange stem design fits most people and provides a Noise Reduction Rating (NRR) of 24dB. Packaged in a carry case. Small, Medium or Large.

SF EP3.......................................... $12.56

**SureFire Speed Holster**

The patented V70 Speed Flashlight Holster allows the user to quickly access the flashlight from either a head-up or head-down position*. Rigid polymer construction protects your light from impact while ensuring an “open mouth” for fumble-free re-holstering. Fits: 6P, 6PD, 6PD-L, 6PL, 6PX, 6PXD, 9P, C2, C2L, C3, G2, G2D-FYL, G2-LED, G2L-FYL, G2X, G2XLE, G2Z, G2ZL, G2ZX, G3, G3L, G3L-FYL, P2X, U2, Z2, Z2L, Z2X. Black.

SF V70.......................................... $22.50

**SureFire 123A Lithium Batteries**

SureFire Lithium batteries pack a lot of power into a small package. And unlike alkaline batteries SureFire Batteries boast a ten-year shelf life.

SF SF2-CB (2-pk).............................. $3.75
SF SF12-BB (Box of 12)....................... $21.38

**SureFire High-Capacity Magazine**

The SureFire high-capacity magazine for 5.56x45 mm (.223 Remington) ammunition is compatible with M4/ M16/AR-15 variants and other firearms that accept standard STANAG 4179 magazines. Reliable functioning due to mechanical simplicity and high-quality non-binding coil springs—no lubricants required.

SF MAG5-60.................................... $116.10
SF MAG5-100................................... $161.10

**Complete line of Leupold – Contact us for a Quote!**

**Leupold Mark 4 12-40x60mm Tactical Spotting Scope**

With either a Leupold® Mil Dot reticle or Leupold Tactical Milling Reticle (TMR®) the Leupold Mark 4 spotting scope enables a sniper and spotter to view the same targets the same way. The Xtended Twilight Lens System gives you the details of low-light scenes in greater definition and luminance than any other scope in the world. Tripod ready. 100% waterproof and fogproof.

LEU 60040 (TMR)............................... $2124.00
LEU 53756 (Mildot)......................... $2124.00

**Secure Ordering Online**

[Link to DOD EMALL and U.S. Tactical Supply]
VIPIR Signal Light: Gen 4 Mockingbird
Features three overt light modes and three covert light modes. The steady on IR mode can be programmed in the field to an infinite number of light patterns. The IR Illuminator is reprogrammable and incorporates the Mockingbird feature that will copy any IR light source pattern that is put in front of it. In the field the user can use any IR illuminator, another VIPIR or other IR source to program the light. The light also utilizes our exclusive Reverse Polarity Program Switching.
ALI 02608-7 ................................... $201.00

VIPIR Signal Light: The Original (1 LED)
Features a high output, focused amber/orange LED. The light features a steady-on flashlight mode, an SOS visual signal and a quick flashing marker light function.
ALI 01200 Yellow Case ......................... $119.00
ALI 02200 Black Case ............................ $119.00

VIPIR (1 LED, 3 LED, 5 LED)
This series of covert-only lights have the same functions as our stand VIP. They are available in one (1), three (3), or five (5) LED models.
ALI 02201 1 LED IR ........................... $119.00
ALI 02203 3 LED IR ........................... $126.00
ALI 02205 5 LED IR ........................... $134.00

VIP POLICE AND SECURITY STROBE (5 LED)
The 2606 model features red, white and blue light. The 2606-2 model features white and blue light. The 2607 model features white and red light. Different color combination are available to meet state color regulations. Finally, a yellow and white light model (2610) is available for road crews, construction, and as road assistance markers.
ALI 02606 Red/White/Blue .................. $141.00
ALI 02606-2 White/Blue ...................... $141.00
ALI 02607 Red/White ......................... $141.00

VIP (5 LED)
Three positions: steady on, SOS, and a 60 beat per minute strobe (in blue, green and white models). The strobe in red or yellow models operates at over 140 beats per minute. The lights are used for Drop Zone (DZ) and Landing Zone (LZ) applications. Blue, Green, Red, White, or Amber.
ALI 0250- ........................................... $141.00

The Guardian
The lightest, brightest, toughest light in its class. Visible from all sides (omnidirectional) and extremely impact resistant. Up to 300 hours of light is available in flashing mode and up to 100 hours in steady on mode.

Guardian Dual Function IR
Flashing and steady-on IR function that can be accessed by simply Flipping the battery.
ALI 52101 IR ......................................... $33.50
ALI 5718- ................................. $66.50
ALI 57187 IR .............................. $81.75

Guardian Mockingbird
Can be programmed in the filed using any IR light source or standard white flashlight. Can copy and transmit any IR or white signature that is put in front of it. IR, Yellow, Red, Blue, Green or White.
ALI 0250- ...................................... $141.00

Guardian Dual Function
Flashing and steady-on function. Available with a belt clip, wrist strap/arm band, swivel clip key chain attachment or magnetic base. Yellow, Red, Blue, Green or White.
ALI 5200- ................................. $21.00
Secure Ordering Online

Advanced Armament
Suppressors on GSA!!!

AAC 556-SD
Fast-Attach 5.56 Silencer
With a design based on an earlier version of the best selling M4-2000, the compact and lightweight 556-SD offers consumers feature-rich content and excellent value. Uses the tried and true 51T Ratchet Mount fast-attach system that enables users to install or remove the silencer in seconds. Includes 51T 1/2x28 Blackout Flash Hider Mount. The baffle core features 100% Inconel 718 and full circumferential fusion welding to provide a lifetime of use under the most demanding conditions. $649.99

AAC SR5
Fast-Attach 5.56 Silencer
Users are able to securely install or remove the silencer in less than three seconds. Minimizes point-of-impact shift. Includes 90T 1/2x28 Blackout Flash Hider Mount. Designed to minimize back pressure and features a newly designed blast baffle that provides additional erosion resistance for use with short barreled hosts. $1,095.99

AAC SR7
Fast-Attach 7.62 Silencer
Users are able to securely install or remove the silencer in less than three seconds. Minimizes point-of-impact shift. Includes 90T 5/8x24 Blackout Flash Hider Mount. Designed to minimize back pressure and features a newly designed blast baffle that provides additional erosion resistance for use with short barreled hosts. Also offers excellent performance on hosts chambered in 300 AAC Blackout, 6.8 SPC, and 5.56mm. $1,095.99

AAC Mini4
Fast-Attach 5.56 silencer
Ultra-compact silencer for CQC rifles and carbines. Inconel 718 baffle core and 51T Ratchet Mount enables users to install or remove the silencer in seconds. Includes 51T 1/2x28 Blackout Flash Hider Mount. Significantly reduces the sound and flash signatures of its intended host firearms; below the 140 decibel threshold at the shooter’s ear on 14.5” and longer barrels. Recommended for use with barrels longer than 14.5” for best results. $895.99

AAC Titan QD
Fast-Attach .300/.338LM Silencer
Building upon the groundbreaking design of the original TITAN silencer, the TITAN-QD raises the bar even further with a 90-tooth Ratchet-Mount and titanium construction that drops its weight by almost 50%. Features patentpending monolithic Hyposone baffle module and is assembled via fully CNC automated fusion welding. The TITAN-QD has been tested and selected by some of our nation’s most demanding end users and was recently selected as the silencer for the Army’s XM2010 sniper rifle. $1,994.99

Complete AAC Product Line available on our Website and GSA Advantage!
SPARTAN BLADES

KNIVES WITH INTENT
Producing quality knives for the modern warrior and outdoorsman.

Spartan Ares
SPTN SB1
$330.00 – $360.00

Spartan George
V-14 Dagger
SPTN SB27
$445.00

Spartan Horkos
SPTN SB4
$330.00 – $360.00

Spartan Breed Fighter
SPTN SB21
$385.00 – $405.00

Spartan CQB Tool
SPTN SB9
$160.00

Spartan Nyx
SPTN SB6
$330.00 – $360.00

Spartan Harsey Tool
SPTN SB10T
$45.00

Spartan Pallas Folder
SPTN SF3
$285.00

Spartan Enyo
SPTN SB2
$150.00

Spartan Akribis
SPTN SF1
$445.00 – $490.00

Spartan Nymph
SPTN SF2
$220.00 – $230.00

Spartan Phrike
SPTN SB17
$255.00 – $255.00

Spartan Metis
SPTN SF4
$340.00

See our website for color options for blades, handles and sheaths!

SHARP & POINTY

U.S. Tactical Supply
www.ustacticalsupply.com

SECURE ORDERING ONLINE
Gerber Prodigy

The full tang, US 420HC Stainless Steel blade is beefy, and coated with ceramic for improved corrosion resistance and reduced visual signature. The ergonomic over-molded rubber handles ensures a soft, comfortable, but secure grip in all conditions. Sheath is designed with a friction-release thumb lock for security. Black. Made in USA.

G 22-41121 ........................................ $73.00

Gerber Big Rock

Take confidence along with the Big Rock knife on a camping or backpacking trip. Baton through a pile of wood, cut down small branches and limbs for kindling, sever twine or rope, and accomplish a myriad of other camp-related tasks with its sturdy blade. Clean trout, cape a deer, feather sticks, all while maintaining the ergonomic SoftGrip handle easily in your hand.

G 22-01588 (Serrated) ................. $30.00
G 22-01589 (Fine) ....................... $30.00

Gerber E-Tool with Pick, Serrated Edge, No Sheath

This is a military-grade digging tool for trenches and holes. Armed with a powder-coated, carbon steel shovel head and a serrated blade edge, the E-Tool is designed specifically to conquer tough digging problems in all types of terrain. The foldable body is made of an anodized aluminum shaft and glass-filled nylon handle. The head folds back exposing a pick for loosening rock and breaking up roots.

G 22-01945  5120-01-530-9641 .................................................. $86.00

Gerber Downrange Tomahawk

A marvel of simplicity and efficiency in service of solving serious problems. No moving parts to break or jam, no extraneous gimmicks to get in the way—just a well thought-out design and three-quarters of a century of Gerber craftsmanship in your hands.

G 30-000377 ........................................... $249.95

Gerber 06 Auto - Drop Point, Serrated

This fully automatic knife is easy to grip and has a pommel designed as a strike point for emergency egress. The large lanyard hole allows for 550 cord or webbing. Black. Made in USA.

G 30-000377 ........................................... $156.00

Inner City Defense Pencil

Portable, concealable, unnoticeable, and effective weapon constructed from precision machined custom parts married to a top quality all metal drafting tool. It is a deterrent as well as being functional in the combat defense role. This simple to use and inexpensive tool is legal in most areas. Check your local authority if you are concerned. **There is no protection under the law if it is misused.** Ideal for the handicapped and aged. Used for more than 25 years by both the government and public. Black or Yellow.

ICTS PNCL .............................................. $34.95

We carry the complete line of Gerber products – see our website or contact us for pricing & availability!
Propper Lightweight Tactical Trouser

Engineered with high-quality materials and functional designs to meet the evolving needs of tactical and public safety professionals. Coated with DuPontTM Teflon, it repels liquids and stains in addition to being fade and wrinkle-resistant. Features a snap-cap closure with French Fly, heavy-duty reinforced seat and knees, action stretch waistband, eleven pockets and internal knee pad openings. Color: Black, Charcoal, Grey, Sheriff’s Brown, Coyote, Khaki, OD, LAPD Navy. Waist sizes: 28-54.

PPR F5252 ........................................ $39.99

You can find the complete line of Propper products on our website!

Propper BDU Trouser - Battle Rip 65/35 Poly/Cotton Ripstop

Propper BDUs are sewn to military specification MIL-T-44047E and feature six pockets, four of which with button flaps. Both seat and knee are double-reinforced and this trouser also has felled inseam, outseam and seat seam. Fused pocket flaps, adjustable waist tabs with 4 bar tacks and drain holes in the Bellows pockets. Nylon drawstring leg closures. Color: Black, Khaki, Grey, 3-Color Desert, Woodland, OD, Dark Navy, Dark Grey, Sheriff’s Brown, ATACS-AU, ATACS-FG. Size range XS - 4XL.

PPR F5201 ........................................ $39.99

Propper Multicam ACU Combat Coat

Please specify size when ordering (see chart below). Larger sizes are extra (2XL-4XL). 65/35 Poly/Cotton Ripstop.

PPR F5418-38-377 ...........................64.99

Sizes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>XS</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>XL</th>
<th>2XL</th>
<th>3XL</th>
<th>4XL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Boonie Hat


PPR F5502-38-377 ........................................ $9.99

Propper Patrol Cap

Built to withstand everyday use, the Propper BDU Patrol Cap is constructed of durable material in a variety of colors and patterns. Sizes S, M, L or XL.

PPR F5505 ........................................ $4.99

Propper Boonie Hat


PPR F5502 ........................................ $9.99
Secure Ordering Online

TRU-SPEC™

Tru-Spec H2O PROOF Gen-2 ECWCS Parka & Pants
Constructed from windproof, waterproof, breathable 3-layer nylon material. Dintex inner lining. Taped seams. Zipper fly and zipper leg openings with hook & loop ankle adjustments. Two pass-through pockets. Drawstring waist with cord lock. **Sizes:** Regular S-3XL; Long M-2XL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multicam (Size 2X and 3X Add: $16 [parka]; $12 [trouser])</td>
<td>$159.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black, OD or Coyote (Size 2X and 3X Add: $11 [parka]; $7 [trouser])</td>
<td>$114.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Army Digital (ACU) or Woodland Digital (Size 2X and 3X Add: $12 [parka]; $10 [trouser])</td>
<td>$119.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black, OD or Coyote (Size 2X and 3X Add: $11 [parka]; $7 [trouser])</td>
<td>$74.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tru-Spec H2O PROOF Gen-2 ECWCS Boonie
One size fits most (adjustable from 7 – 7-3/4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multicam</td>
<td>$114.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black, OD or Coyote</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACU or Woodland Digital</td>
<td>$74.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ROCKY® BOOTS

Rocky S2V Vented Military/Duty Sport Boot
1,000 Denier Cordura in sides and panels in treated PTFE coat for flame resistance. Aegis microbe shield prevents bacteria and fungus growth. Drainage vents move water out and prevents debris from entering. SuperFabric instep panels prevent early boot failure from rope burn. Super-Touch material resists cuts and punctures. **Made in the USA, Berry Compliant.** Please specify size when ordering (4–15).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Desert Tan</td>
<td>$210.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coyote Brown</td>
<td>$210.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rocky AlphaForce Zipper Waterproof Duty Boot
Features: Oil and Slip-Resistant RigiTrac Molded EVA; Rubber Outsole is Non-Marking, Non-Metallic Stabilizer; Guaranteed Rocky Waterproof construction; Black Airport Footbed Provided Support and Cushioning; Full-Grain Water-Resistant Leather and Lightweight 1000 Denier Nylon. **Please specify size when ordering (4–16).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Desert Tan</td>
<td>$210.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DANNER® BOOTS

Danner Acadia Mens/Womens Uniform Boots
Danner's best-selling Desert TFX has been fully refreshed with premium components like a Vibram outsole, GORE-TEX lining, and the lightest weight TFX platform. **Please specify size when ordering:** 6 – 16.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Desert TFX</td>
<td>$149.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LAW ENFORCEMENT GEAR

Diamondback Tactical M.U.S.T. Shield
Features: Level IIIA protection; Lightweight (14 lbs.); Larger, more functional view port; Firearms can be deployed from right and left sides; Easier long-gun deployment; Special shape for reduced exposure of head and arms; Easier deployment in confined spaces.

Contact us for Pricing!

DEFENSE SPRAY PRODUCTS

Defense Technology
DT 5439  First Defense Stream 360 MK-3
DT 5449  First Defense Stream 360 MK-4
DT 56095 Defense Technology MK-9, Oc/Cs, 13 Oz, Stream

Aerko
AER Aerko-101 M9  Aerko Deep Freeze, 17.5oz, M-9 Handle
AER Aerko-101 BT  Aerko Deep Freeze, 17.5oz, Burst Top

Sabre
SAB 50H2O30  Sabre MK-4 Inert Training Unit (3.3 Oz Stream)
SAB 52CFT30  Sabre Red, Crossfire Technology, 3.0 Oz Stream (MK-4)
SAB 52CFT30-G Sabre Red, Crossfire Technology, 3.0 Oz Gel
SAB 56CFT10  Sabre 5.0 Crossfire (1.8 Oz. Stream), MK-3
SAB 56CFT30  Sabre Red, Crossfire Technology, 3.0 Oz Stream (MK-4)
SAB 56H2O30-F Sabre 5.0 3.3 Oz Foam (MK-4)
SAB 96H2O60  Sabre 5.0 MK-9 16.50 Oz High Volume Streamer

CALL FOR PRICING – Complete line of Sabre Products available!

Safariland™ Standard Chain Style Handcuff

SAF 2015-H Black ......................... $39.00
SAF 2010-H Nickel ....................... $39.00

Key-Cuff™
Can be used 6-8 times under normal conditions. Length: 21”; Width: .35”; Tensile Strength: 350+ lbs. Black.

SC KEY CUFF .................................. $2.25

Carbon Fiber Handcuff Key With Pocket Clip
SAF 8400-1-65 ......................... $8.95

OT Defense “NUB” for ALS Holsters
If you have ever found yourself pulling up on the gun before hitting the release you’ve noticed that gun is difficult to almost impossible to get out. The additional leverage of the Nub Mod fixes this stress induced or poor training problem if it ever arises due to the increased surface area for the thumb to engage.

OTD NR-B (Right) ......................... $32.95
OTD NL-B (Left) ......................... $32.95

Undercover Bracelet
A special emergency handcuff key for undercover operatives. Black, Blue or Red.
ATL 500x ..................... $10.00

Secure Ordering Online

Contact us for all your Duty Gear Requirements!
541-928-8645 sales@ustacticalsupply.com
RK9 is committed to providing products that are purpose built. We've incorporated the most advanced materials to provide the highest level of performance in the field. We are very selective in our material choices, all of which are sourced and manufactured here in the USA.

**K-9 Nylon Milspec Duty Tracking Line**
Black or Brown.
REM RK9DTLBK20 (20 Ft) .............$28.95
REM RK9DTLBK30 (30 Ft) .............$34.95

**K-9 Leather Tracking Harness**
Black or Brown.
QR Buckles
REM K9QRPTH $99.95
Standard Buckles
REM K9PTH $89.95

**K-9 Leather Agitation Collar**
20”, 24” or 28”. Black or Brown.
REM K9L................................. $42.95

**K-9 Leather Agitation Leash**
Black or Brown
REM K9LLBK36 36” $34.95
REM K9LLBK60 60” $36.95

**K-9 Personal Flotation Device (PFD)**
Black, Brown or Multicam. Medium or Large.
REM K9PFD...... $198.00

**K-9 Quick Connect TSE Camera Mount**
Black or Brown
REM RK9TSECM $289.95

**K-9 Nylon Tactical Swivel Leash**
Bungee or Static Lower Black, Brown or OD
REM RK9TSL (3 Ft) .................... $44.95

**K-9 Leather Blitz Breakaway Muzzle**
Black or Brown
REM K9BAM ............ $89.95

**K-9 Nylon Tactical Quick Lanyard Ejector**
Black or Brown
REM K9TQLEBG ..................... $130.00

**K-9 Nylon Tactical Quick Lanyard**
Black or Brown
REM K9TQLEBG ..................... $130.00

**K-9 Magnetic Odor Sleeves w/ Pipe**
Set of 4 Black, Brown or OD
REM RK9OSS....... $49.95

**K-9 Tritronic Transmitter Holster**
Black or Brown
REM K9TH ...............$59.95

**K-9 MPC Tactical Vest**
Black or Brown
Sm, Med or Large
REM K9TV “Operator” ............ $1,295.00
REM K9TVRC “Recon” ............. $850.00

**Secure Ordering Online**
www.usatacticalsupply.com
**ESS ICE 2X+ Deluxe Kit**

Designed specifically for Law Enforcement, adapted from the world’s most widely-used ballistic spectacle. Allows users to quickly switch between pre-assembled eyeshields to adapt to changing light environments. Includes two complete spectacles (Clear and Hi-Def Copper Lenses with Black Frames), a Smoke Gray Lens with a Black Nose Piece.

ESS 740-0007 ........................................... $85.50

**ESS TurboFan**

The preferred fan goggle of U.S. Special Forces groups, the ESS Profile TurboFan™ is better and tougher than ever. Represents the most effective night-vision-compatible weapon against lens fogging.

ESS 740-0131 ........................................... $162.00

**ESS 5B Sunglasses**

With ballistic high-impact lenses, universal-fit frames, distortion-free optics and all-day comfort, the 5B is the true embodiment of functional, fashionable eye pro. Black or Gray frames.

EE9006-06 ............................................. $81.00
EE9006-02 ............................................. $90.00

**ESS Profile NVG**

A compact military/tactical goggle system with no compromises. It has all the advantages of a low-profile, night-vision-compatible frame without sacrifices in dust filtration, field of view, impact protection, or anti-fog performance. Black, Terrain Tan, Foliage Green.

ESS 740-0499 ........................................... $90.00

**ESS Tactical XT**

A high-performance, economical goggle designed specifically for tactical operations. Roomy frame is designed to fit over most eyeglasses: Striker™ Rx Insert also available. Includes a ClearZone™ 2.6mm polycarbonate high-impact single lens. Black.

ESS 740-0243 ........................................... $40.50

**ESS CDI Sunglasses**

High-impact lenses can be easily exchanged for quick adaptation to your environment. Its high-speed low-drag frame and shatter-resistant lenses make the CDI comfortable and cool enough for downtime yet functional and rugged enough for the battlefield. Black or Desert Tan frames.

ESS 740-0296 (CDI) .................................... $90.00
ESS 740-0297 (CDI Max) ................................ $90.00

**ALTA®**

**Alta Knee & Elbow Pads**


ALTA 50413 – Knee Pads
Black .................................................... $28.95
OD, Coyote Brown ......................... $30.95
ACU, Multicam, A-TACS ............. $31.95

ALTA 52913 – Ultra-Flex Knee Pads
Black, OD, Coyote Brown .......... $34.95
ACU, Multicam, A-TACS ............. $36.95

ALTA 53010 – Elbow Pads
Black, OD, Coyote Brown .......... $18.95
ACU, Multicam, A-TACS ............. $19.95

**USTS Microfleece Watch Cap**

100% poly micro fleece.

ATL 3590  Black ......... $6.95
ATL 3591  Fol. Green.. $6.95

**Shemagh**


RO 8537 ................. $14.99

**WATCH CAPS / SHEMAGHS**

**WAtcH cApS / SHemAgHS**

**UPPER BODY PROTECTION**

**TACTICAL SHOES & BOOTS**

**ARMOR & BODY PROTECTION**

**COLORS & PRINTS**

**ACCESSORIES**

**WATER PROOF MESSENGER BAG**

**COMBAT DUFFEL BAG**

**SPORTS & LEISURE**

**TECHNOLOGY & COMMUNICATIONS**

**SPRING CLEANING SPECIALS**

**GSA**

SECURE ORDERING ONLINE

www.ustacticalsupply.com
**DAMASCUS**

**Damascus Nomex Lightweight Hood**
This hood (also sometimes called "balaclavas") was designed to provide heat and flame protection and comfort to the head and neck in SWAT and other tactical situations. It is made entirely 100% DuPont NOMEX, a fire retardant material that will not sustain a flame. Black, OD or Tan.

DAM NH50L ........................................... $16.20

**Damascus Nomex Heavyweight Hood with Flared Bib**
Designed to provide heat and flame protection and comfort to the head and neck in SWAT and other tactical situations. It is made entirely 100% DuPont NOMEX, a fire retardant material that will not sustain a flame. Black, OD or Tan.

DAM NH250H ................................. $50.40

**MEDICAL & EMERGENCY**

**Enhanced IFAK (Improved First Aid Kit) Level 1**
Designed for use by professionals with all the items necessary for serious wound management. Comes standard in a nylon pouch with MOLLE system straps. Easy pull straps make getting to your contents fast and convenient. Includes CAT Tourniquet. Pouch Color: Black, OD or Tan.

EFA FA201 ........................................... $150.00

**4” & 6” Israeli Emergency Bandage**
Designed for quick and easy application by professional and non-professional caregivers to provide effective, multi-functional treatment.

EFA 403 (4” - NSN 6510-01-460-0849) ...... $7.50
EFA 402 (6” - NSN 6510-01-492-2275) ...... $9.00

**Chitogauze Hemostatic Bandage**
Non-woven, polyester/rayon blend medical gauze is coated with chitosan to maximize its performance and control severe bleeding. Offers antimicrobial properties against 26 bacterial organisms including MRSA. Conforms into the wound surfaces to rapidly stop bleeding and seal the wound site.

RE 20-0075 ........................................ $47.75

**Tactical Medical Solutions SOF Tactical Tourniquet**
The SOF® Tactical Tourniquet is one of the top performing tourniquets currently available. It is the tourniquet of choice for its outstanding ability to control severe bleeding, high level of reliability and ease of application.

Standard (NSN 6515-01-530-7015) or Wide (NSN 6515-01-587-9943). Black, Trainer Blue or Rescue Orange.

TMS SOFTT-NH (Standard) .............. $26.75
TMS SOFTT-W (Wide) ..................... $29.90

**U.S. Tactical Supply Pocket Medical/Blow-Out Kit**
A compact, durable & sealed package of essential items you need to help stop life threatening bleeding until more medical help is available. Designed to fit neatly and comfortably in a cargo pocket, vest or just about wherever you need it. Includes: HemCon Chitogaue; SWAT-T Tourniquet; 4" x 4" Gauze Sponge; 5" x 9" ABD Pad; 4" x 5 Yd Rolled Gauze; 4" x 3" Cover Sponge; 1" x 1.5 Yd Paper Tape; Black Non-Latex Gloves. Available with either SWAT-T or SOF-T Tourniquet.

USTS MEDKIT 22 (SWAT-T) ............... $84.75
USTS MEDKIT 87 (SOF-T) ................... $104.00
CAMMENGA

Official US Military Tritium Lensatic Compass
CAM 3H........ $100.00
CAM B3H Black (S.W.A.T.) $110.00

CAMMENGA Wrist Compass
Phosphorescent
CAM J582........... $33.00
Tritium
CAM J582T........... $43.00

SURVIVAL GEAR

StrikeForce Fire Starter
An exceptional all-weather fire starting system. Special alloy flint bar, hardened steel striker, and revolutionary WetFire™ Tinder.
US 1WG0411 ............. $24.95

WetFire Tinder
The perfect accompaniment to any fire starter, it can help you get a blaze going even in a downpour. In fact, the cubes actually burn longer when wet!
US 1WG0412 (8 cubes) ............... $7.95
US 1WG0412-BX5 (5 cubes)....... $4.95

Sure-Pak MRE’s
Designed to meet the needs of the end user who requires a top-of-the-line, fully configured meal case. Each case contains 12 complete meals. There are six different menus, with two of each menu in each case.
Each Meal Includes: Main Entree; Side Dish; Dessert; Beverage Powder; Cracker pack; Cracker Spread; Condiment Pack: Coffee, creamer, sugar, salt, napkin, wet napkin, spoon; Chemical Heater.
EC MRE...................... $8.00
EC MRE CS (Case of 12)....... $89.00

M16/M4/AR15 Magazine Well Dust Cover
CAM DCM16........ $4.25

We carry the complete line of Cammenga products!

US Military Lensatic Compass (without Tritium)
CAM 27............. $64.00

More Field and Survival gear on our website!

Radiation (RAD) Eliminator Filtered Bottle
The only filtered bottle to completely eliminate 100% of radiological contaminants AS WELL AS the contaminants from our standard filter. Bottle holds approx. 28oz of water.
CF RAD-001........ $69.95

Filtered Canteen Bottle
38oz of Clean, Filtered water when you need it the most. Certified to remove 99.99% of all Giardia, Cryptosporidium, Bacteria & Cysts. Provides the average user with 100 gallons of filtered water.
CF CAN-001........ $42.95

US military Lensatic Compass (without Tritium)
CAM 27 ............. $64.00

550 Paracord
Type III commercial 7 Strand, 550 lb. 1st Quality Paracord! Made in the USA. Black, Coyote Brown, Desert Camo, Desert Tan, Foliage Green, Multicam or OD Green.
USTS PC50 (50 foot) .... $6.00
USTS PC100 (100 foot) .... $9.50

P38/P51 Can Openers
GO P38 $0.50
GO P51 $1.00

We carry the complete line of Field and Survival gear on our website!
**ORDER FORM**

**FULL NAME:** __________________________________  **COMPANY:** __________________________

**STREET:** __________________________________________________  **BOX/APT. #:** ____________

**CITY:** __________________________________________  **STATE:** ________  **ZIP:** ______________

**PHONE:** _________________________  **E-MAIL:** _________________________________________

**BILLING ADDRESS** (If different): _______________________________________________________

**CREDIT CARD TYPE** (Circle One):     VISA       MasterCard        American Express       Government IMPAC Card

**CREDIT CARD NUMBER:**  ______________________________________  **EXP DATE:** __________

**SHIPPING & HANDLING CHARGES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Total</th>
<th>S&amp;H Charge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Up to $50.00</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$50.01 - 100.00</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$101.01 - 250.00</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$250.01 - 500.00</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$500.01 - 850.00</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$850.01 &amp; over</td>
<td>Contact us for a Quote</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Prices subject to change without notice!*

**We accept Visa, MasterCard, American Express, Money Orders, Government IMPAC Cards, Government Purchase Orders, GSA Advantage, DoD Email & DoD Milstrip.**

**Return Policy and Information for International Orders**

We strive for the highest level of customer satisfaction. If you receive a product that is not up to expectations, just call or e-mail within 30 days with your explanation. We will give you a Return Authorization Number (RA#) and instructions for returning the merchandise. After we receive the product back in its original unused condition with the packaging and papers that it was shipped with, we will refund the purchase price, minus the shipping charges, or replace the item. Scopes and mounts are not returnable if they have been mounted. Manufacturer warranties apply on all products.

**Customs Duties, Import Licenses, Taxes for International Orders**

You are responsible for any Import Licenses, Customs-assessed import duties, all local taxes, and in-country delivery fees (if any). We assume no responsibility for these additional charges and caution you that they may be much higher than you expect. Packages seized by Customs for your failure to follow local import regulations are not refunded or credited. You, the customer, are solely responsible for all compliance with your country’s regulations. Packages that are left unclaimed and forfeited to Customs or the carrier are charged to your account in all cases. We will not issue credit for these occurrences.

**ORDER FORM**

**FULL NAME:** __________________________________  **COMPANY:** __________________________

**STREET:** __________________________________________________  **BOX/APT. #:** ____________

**CITY:** __________________________________________  **STATE:** ________  **ZIP:** ______________

**PHONE:** _________________________  **E-MAIL:** _________________________________________

**BILLING ADDRESS** (If different): _______________________________________________________

**CREDIT CARD TYPE** (Circle One):     VISA       MasterCard        American Express       Government IMPAC Card

**CREDIT CARD NUMBER:**  ______________________________________  **EXP DATE:** __________

**ITEM #** | **PRODUCT NAME** | **COLOR/SIZE** | **QTY** | **PRICE** | **TOTAL**
---|---|---|---|---|

**SUBTOTAL:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>S&amp;H:</strong></th>
<th><strong>(see chart)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**TOTAL:**

**We accept Visa, MasterCard, American Express, Government IMPAC Orders, Money Orders, and Government Purchase Orders. FAX your order form to 541-791-2965**

**Mail your order form to:**

**U.S. TACTICAL SUPPLY INC.**
**P.O. Box 811**
**Albany, OR 97321**

**or call in your order to 541-928-8645**

**Place Your Order 24 hours a day, 7 days a week at www.ustacticalsupply.com**

**Catalog prices and product are subject to change without notice.**

**SHIPPING & HANDLING CHARGES**

for regular, domestic shipments**

(Includes APO/FPO, AK, and HI shipments)

**Contact us for a Quote**

**American Express, Government IMPAC Orders, Money Orders, and Government Purchase Orders.**

**FAX your order form to 541-791-2965**

**Mail your order form to:**

**U.S. TACTICAL SUPPLY INC.**
**P.O. Box 811**
**Albany, OR 97321**

**or call in your order to 541-928-8645**

**Place Your Order 24 hours a day, 7 days a week at www.ustacticalsupply.com**

**Catalog prices and product are subject to change without notice.**

**SHIPPING & HANDLING CHARGES**

for regular, domestic shipments**

(Includes APO/FPO, AK, and HI shipments)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Total</th>
<th>S&amp;H Charge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Up to $50.00</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$50.01 - 100.00</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$101.01 - 250.00</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$250.01 - 500.00</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$500.01 - 850.00</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$850.01 &amp; over</td>
<td>Contact us for a Quote</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*International and Express rates vary. Please contact us for a quote on International Shipping rates, UPS Next Day Air, 2nd Day air, and 3-Day Select rates.*